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. . . .  

 

you know that you are created to create

god has given you a vision to share your

story 

 

you don't know where to start on your purpose

journey so you began with social media

you know the business/ministry idea is a seed

planted by God

the spirit is nudging you with reminders to take

the leap forward

you want to share the goodness & glory of god

for his benefit
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Digital media has the ability to transform, connect, and

provide access to information, beliefs ,  and more. millions of

churches even acknowledge the influence of social media

and technology that have increased exposure to their

ministries . 

Social media can be used for the good of the lord and is an

opportunity for you to share your story and bless others. 

before we explore and share our stories ,  the strategy has

been provided for us . the holy spirit provides a blueprint

for us to execute the plan with resources at our fingertips .  

 

Dae williams is the content angel who 's purpose is to

activate faith influencers vision from christ . she is skilled

in digital access and influence for the purpose of building

the kingdom. she views social media as an access point for

millions to connect to the glory of christ . through her

mantra, create, bless ,  repeat, dae williams has successfully

provided consistent support to clients in leveraging their

story into digital spaces from planning to implementation.

her personal experiences , becoming a stillborn mother, has

shaped her passion and pursuit of creating and excavating

all that has been promised to her. dae williams personally

invites you to access your purpose and promise and give birth

to what has been planted inside of you. let 's begin to create,

bless ,  and repeat. 
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"Positioned for Purpose"

"Everything God does is right - the trademark

 on all his works is love" 

Psalm 145:17

Identity purpose

your purpose is a direct reflection of who you

are becoming in this very season. the pain , loss ,

and harvest , is all working together to mark

you with God 's love. You are being trademarked

by God ’s love, so that when others see you they

see God not just in you but on you.

 

A trade mark is a recognizable sign or design to

identify a brand. This communicates the

character associated with that brand. Who

better to be trademarked by than God? I ’d
rather be identified by His design which will be

realized through the light and walk of your

life . 

 

This process makes you certified and proofed by

God. When we are verified by God our names are

on the lips and hearts of others for future

opportunities ,  doors are open, stages are

revealed, and most importantly God ’s glory

permeates into the natural. 

=
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"Positioned for Purpose"
Who does Christ say you are?

 

 

 

who do you say you are?

 

 

how does your  identity/story qualify you for what he has

called you to?

 

what purpose do you feel is being pulled and pressed out of

you in this season?
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"objective in opposition"

"Since God has so generously let us in on what he is

doing, we're not about to throw up our hands and

walk off the job just because we run into occasional

hard times." 

2 Corinthians 4:1 

What we perceive as an obstacle may very well lead to

opportunity. The intersection between your obstacle and

your purpose is the opportunity. There is a need that is

going to be fulfilled through you and only you. THe

unique idea and story that you have experienced qualifies

you to create a solution that could potentially help

others who share in your story. It's an opportunity to have

the spirit reveal and guide you to your purpose. You have a

new perspective that unlocks access to what God is doing

through you when you experience a death to your

expectations and embrace His Plan.

death to 

expectations

opposition &
obstacles

opportunity

purpose
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"Objective in Opposition"

what has been revealed to you about your season?

what opposition are you experiencing in this season?

how can the opposition you are experiencing be an opportunity?

where can you connect with others who share this opposition?
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"Creating Community"

"I long to see you so that I may impart to you some

spiritual gift to make you strong - that is, that you and

I may be mutually encouraged by each other's faith."

Romans 1:11-12

F a i t h  

T r a n s f e r

When we experience test and obstacles in life

our initial reaction is to retreat socially and

place ourselves in isolation. Self -care in our

seasons of distress require both moments of

isolation - intended to become closer to christ

- and community . Community is the key to

launching any business ,  but it is also essential

to create healing, perspective , and faith

transfers .

 

faith transfers occur only in community , not

to be mistaken as transactional, these

encounters with other believers and people of

faith allow you to develop the strength and

insight necessary to create the plan and

purpose god has designed you to fulfill .  

 

faith transfers are the pinnacle of engagement

in social media and can occur through a simple

post , direct message, comment, or even follow.

having others pour into you and you into them

grows you firmly in the foundation of success

defined for you.
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"Creating Community"
where have you found peace or an answer to season you are

experiencing?

when do you feel most connected to others (speaking, writing,

listening, etc. ) why?

how do you believe creating this shared community could transform

your life?
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" influence v . inspiration"

"So don't let public opinion influence how you live out our

glorious, Christ-originated faith." 

James 2:1

What you hear you

forms your heart

What you see you

believe

What you speak

comes to life

Along your journey you have encountered other's who

posts or videos resonate with your spirit leaving with a

confirming word. God works through these small details

so be attentive and aware to how he is prompting you to

take the faith leap forward.

 

Becoming a faith influencer requires more than

momentary inspiration. Living in the silo of social media

our perception of influence is finite. It is imperative that

you realize that your ministry isn't defined by one

platform. The ministry that is being formed inside of you

originates with christ and is revealed through faith.

 

protecting this ministry will be important to it's proper

growth. this is a gift of anointing that belongs to Christ

first, therefore it shouldn't be altered by the world's
perspective. this calls for a partnership where your faith

is central in everything you share. the first and only

approval that you should value is christ's. 
 

when your plan is anointed by him alone and powered by

the spirit then all the other pieces will provide evidence

and confirmation of what you are created to do. people

will be drawn to your ability to be vulnerable sharing

your experience as teachable moments. 
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" Influence v . inspiration"
what do you listen to/read/watch in your suffer/sowing season?

how did they/ it shift your spirit or view on what you were

experiencing?

is the fuel/source you gain sustainable? how?

what elements of these sources could you incorporate in your

ministry?

http://instagram.com/dae_williams
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"Message is Manifold"

"O LORD, how manifold are your works! in wisdom

have you made them all: the earth is full of your

riches."

Psalm 104:24

purpose

message

community

influence

resources

God

God works in the language of multiplication

and abundance, which means that there is

more to what you currently see or are

experiencing. all that you need to accomplish

the purpose is right in the center of

connecting to god. God can give you the

secrets to where all the resources that you

need. he will bring people to you in the

perfect moment, finances in the moment of

need, and more. 

 

what god has placed inside of you is manifold

and will multiply , therefore, when god

presses more out of you do no not perceive it

as punishment, but pruning for you to create

more. 
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"Message is manifold"

describe/draw what message others will receive from you sharing

your story?

how do you want people to view god/faith after encountering an

experience with you?

what else do you believe god wants to do through this one vision?
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